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Dear Bl-ackburn:

Your letter reminded me very much of the arguments which I have continu-
aLLy with Bil-1 CasteLLi. Bill is obviously exercised about the pandemic of arthero-
sclerotic disease and is intent about doing something to correct it. Bill- and I
can never agree and the same must be true, 1 am afraid, about you and me.

I agree with many of your criticisms. I do not reaLLy beLieve that,
at present, we can judge the effect of hard water. About al-1 I said was that it
roas interesting. ObviousLy if we can doctor the water this is the kind of pre-
ventive action that is easy. - d, t[k{r,z

From my observatioas of practice I am very dubious about any kind of
preventive medicine that invoLves change in Life styLe. I do have a certain amount
of sympathy with some who feel- that we shoul-d take action to change the composition
of our food. I am qather shocked at the amount of fat which \4re consume in frankfort-
ers and knockwurst, for example. I certainLy can see no obvious reason why we must
continue to consume this kind of food. I realLze that if we can change f-iving or
smoking habits or other risk factors this would be desirable -- but is it possible?

Smoking carries so many dangers that I think we are fully justified in
attacking it. Benefit can confidentl-y be promised, but this is not proven for many
other risk attributes. I have been much impressed by Holl-andrs studies of smoking
epidemioLogy among children in England. Iaformation about smoking rates in differ-
ent populations of chil-dren may present some possibility for prevention. I hope
to repeat some of those studies in our olrrl area.
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Let me say again that I was very pleased
your paper on the reliability of EKG readings as a
a few years. It is ah,rays pleasant to meet the man
trusts.

With best

Acting Chairman
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to meeL you. I have used
teaching instrument for quite
whose work one knouzs and
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wishes,


